REIMAGINING BRAVE
2021 ARTWORK AT THE NEW CHILDREN’S MUSEUM
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In 2021, as society reemerges from the pandemic, children and families will need places
to visit together to rebuild confidence, openness and trust. Interactive contemporary art
installations at The New Children’s Museum provide fun and educational experiences
that directly respond to this need. Based on the richness of the arts and children’s need
to play, the Museum will have an important role in rebuilding lives and community.
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THERE IS ALWAYS LIGHT, IF ONLY WE ARE BRAVE TO SEE IT.
IF ONLY WE ARE BRAVE ENOUGH TO BE IT.”
Amanda Gorman, youth poet laureate
Artwork by Katie Ruiz (see page 3)
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The pages that follow introduce the talented contemporary artists who will join the
Museum in creating extraordinary art and play experiences for children and families.
We are actively seeking support to fund these creative initiatives and invite you to join
us on our journey. To learn more about how you can help support our efforts, please
contact us (information at end of book).

SPRING

KATIE RUIZ

BRIAN AND THE BUGS
SPRING 2021, MAIN LEVEL
Katie Ruiz’s mural will transform over 1,000 square feet of the Museum’s walls into
a visual story of connectedness. Flowers and insects bask under a rainshower made
of pom poms spilling from the window overhead, reminding us that cycles of life
continue, even in the face of adversity. As a gesture of welcome, the mural speaks
to returning visitors and offers hope for new growth.
About Katie: Katie creates paintings and installations that tell complex narratives often inspired by Otomí
women in Mexico, who have for generations told stories through embroidered animals and shapes. Her mural
at the Museum draws inspiration from Brian the Wildflower, the children’s book she published in 2020.
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From left to right: Artist rendering of Brian and the Bugs; raindrops and other imagery will play under the existing artwork
Cash Machine by Machine Project (2009).
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SPRING

PANCA

EL MÁS ALLÁ
SPRING 2021, LOWER LEVEL
El Más Allá translates to a “world beyond this one” that offers hope and healing for our
community after the challenges of the past year. Giant climb-in sculptures, nestled
among floor-to-ceiling murals, will provide room for exploration and connection. A 40foot tube slide will provide a big thrill, along with a smaller slide for younger children.
The project, developed by Panca and the Museum with community input, reminds us
that even through great challenges, empathy for each other can help us persevere.
About Panca: Panca is a San Diego-raised, Tijuana-based muralist known for large-scale projects on both
sides of the US-Mexico border. Panca’s first solo monograph catalog, I am the architect of my own misfortune,
was published by Bread and Salt in 2019. El Más Allá will be dedicated to Panca’s father, Hector Villaseñor,
who passed away from COVID-19 in December 2020.
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Clockwise from left: Through community workshops, Panca created unique characters that represent different emotions;
a giant slide moves visitors from Main to Lower Level; kid-sized, lightweight blocks can be used to create new worlds.
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SPRING

WES BRUCE

THE WONDER SOUND GARDEN
SPRING 2021, UPPER LEVEL
In 2016, Wes Bruce collaborated with the Museum to create The Wonder Sound:
a three-story installation that shares our community’s stories through drawings and
poetry. Five years later, Wes revisits the Museum with The Wonder Sound Garden. The
open-air patio space is a tribute to the natural cycles of San Diego, from small earthen
dome structures to xeriscapes of native succulents. The Garden will be a healing
space that embraces change and helps us to gather together again as a community.
About Wes: Wes Bruce is an interdisciplinary artist known for his large-scale structures packed with drawings,
poetry and stories. With roots in San Diego, Wes currently lives in New York, where he has expanded his
practice to include everything from nature-centered installations at the Peabody Essex Museum to long-term
collaborations with arts-based community nonprofits.
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Clockwise from left: The Wonder Sound (2016) and artist sketches of The Wonder Sound Garden including illustrations of
what visitors might find inside the domes.
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TIKITIKO REIMAGINED
SUMMER 2021, UPPER LEVEL

SUMMER

TANYA AGUIÑIGA
In the fall of 2019, Tanya Aguiñiga envisioned a space where toddlers could learn
anti-bias through empathetic experiences. In 2021, the need for anti-racist practice is
clearer than ever. This year, Tanya revisits the project with a new sensitivity drawn from
the COVID-19 pandemic and the movement for Black Lives Matter, reinforcing the
space as a meeting ground where families can explore a more just and equitable world.
About Tanya: Tanya Aguiñiga is a Los Angeles-based, Creative Capital Award-winning artist/designer who
uses craft to generate dialogue and community. She is the inaugural fellow for Americans for the Arts Johnson
Fellowship for Artists Transforming Communities, and her influential cross-border work was recently featured
in the PBS program Art21.
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Changes to tikitiko will address both COVID-19 shifts as well as reinforcing resources for anti-racism, such as an expanded
library area.
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MISSING LINKS
SUMMER 2021, MAIN LEVEL

SUMMER

FELIPE DULZAIDES
One of the most asked-for artworks at The New Children’s Museum is Missing Links,
which artist Felipe Dulzaides created in 2009 for the exhibition Animal Art. In 2021,
the 20-foot-long inflatable sculpture returns, exhibited with direct access to open
air and providing plenty of room for distanced physical play. The concept of the
artwork also speaks to our current times. The title Missing Links references the idea
that change is constant, and that we are all learning and evolving every day.
About Felipe: Video and performance artist Felipe Dulzaides creates subtly humorous artworks that reframe
familiar concepts in new and inventive ways. Felipe (born in Havana, Cuba) received his BFA in drama from the
Instituto Superior de Arte de la Habana, Cuba, and his MFA from the San Francisco Art Institute.
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Missing Links is often called “the rainbow jumpy” by visitors who have loved it since 2009.
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IN THE BALANCE (WORKING TITLE)
SUMMER 2021, MUSEUM PARK

SUMMER

RISA PUNO

Risa Puno’s new project for the Museum explores the myriad ways we are connected,
a network made even more visible through our experiences with the COVID-19
pandemic. In Risa’s installation, a dense network of balancing beams creates a
labyrinth-like effect. Navigation of the installation, which will be installed in the
Museum Park, requires emotional intelligence as much as physical exploration. In
this work, Risa is inspired by the indigenous Filipino concept of kapwa: a recognition
of shared identity in community.
About Risa: Risa Puno’s interactive and fun artworks are part of her ongoing investigation into understanding
universal human experiences. Born and raised in Louisville, Kentucky, Risa studied art and medicine at Brown
University and earned her MFA from New York University.
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From left to right: Risa’s work offers both emotional and physical challenges; for example, Infinite Play (Franconia Sculpture Park,
permanent collections) and In the Balance (artist concept drawing).
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DAVID ISRAEL REYNOSO
In his new project for the Museum, acclaimed theatre designer David Israel Reynoso
turns to a children’s museum, where play (of a different kind) abounds. David’s
installation, which will be inspired by community workshops throughout San Diego,
will also be a new way of looking at theatrical experience where the stage and
curtain is only the beginning of the journey to the collaboration, co-authorship and
risk-taking that happens behind the scenes.

FALL

TEATRO PIÑATA (WORKING TITLE)
FALL 2021, LOWER LEVEL

About David: An Obie award-winning veteran of design for theatre, ballet and film, David is known for his
work on visionary non-linear theatre productions in which “viewers” follow a play’s characters through time
and space. David is the founder and director of Optika Moderna, a San Diego-based multisensory immersive
theatre company.
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Right: Through Optika Moderna, David explores community stories through immersive experiences often inspired by the tales and
culture of Mexico, where David grew up.
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ANDREA CHUNG

Andrea Chung’s work often helps to reveal the systems in which we all participate.
This makes Andrea perfect for the Rosso Family Foundation Innovators LAB Artist
Residency, in which artists share the ways art and science converge in their artwork.
Andrea’s hands-on workshop, debuting in late 2021, will share her passions, whether
that might be her use of cyanotype printing, the histories of particular materials or
any of the many curiosities Andrea investigates in her work.
About Andrea: Andrea Chung is a San Diego-based artist whose work explores the legacies of colonialism and
migration. Andrea’s work highlights connections between people, objects and the systems that govern both. Andrea
earned her BFA from the Parsons School of Design and her MFA from the Maryland Institute College of Art.
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Left to right: Andrea’s work with cyanotype, featured heavily in her 2017 Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego solo exhibition; recent work
explores navigation (Westerlies: Prevailing the Winds, Addison Gallery of American Art, 2020) and motherhood (Colostrum Series, 2021).

WINTER

STEAM ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE
WINTER 2021, INNOVATORS LAB
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ART CONSERVATION
A children’s museum is a symbol of a community’s commitment to its children. One of
the Museum’s long-term commitments to families in our community is the maintenance
of “signature pieces” or artworks that we keep conserved for many years.
From Ernest Silva’s The Rain House (originally opened in 1993) to Toshiko Horiuchi
MacAdam’s Whammock! (opened 2019), these installations allow children to grow up
along with them, testing new abilities throughout their childhoods.
As our community rebuilds post-COVID-19, the Museum will reopen with new artworks and
new protocols, alongside existing installations and experiences families in our community
have grown to love and miss during our prolonged closure.

TOSHIKO HORIUCHI MACADAM
Whammock!
2019

WES BRUCE
The Wonder Sound
2016
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MARISOL RENDÓN
Wobbleland
2013/2019

MACHINE PROJECT
Cash Machine
2011

Left to right: Ongoing installations Wobbleland, Whammock!, The Rain House, The Wonder Sound.

ERNEST SILVA
The Rain House
1993/2008
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The New Children’s Museum is actively seeking funding support to help make our creative vision a reality.
To learn more about the contemporary art featured in this book and opportunities for partnering with us, please contact:

LILLI-MARI ANDRESEN
Deputy Director of Philanthropy
Contact for Individual Giving, Major Gifts and Legacy Gift Planning
landresen@thinkplaycreate.org
619-795-1203

ALEXANDRA KRITCHEVSKY
Director of Philanthropy, Institutional Giving
Contact for Corporate Sponsorships, Grants and Foundation Gifts
akritchevsky@thinkplaycreate.org
619-795-1668

MEGAN DICKERSON
Director, Exhibitions
Contact for artist commissions
mdickerson@thinkplaycreate.org
619-795-1424
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Artwork by Katie Ruiz (see page 3)
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200 West Island Avenue
San Diego, California 92101
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